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ABSTRACT: This project presents a novel pipelined architecture for low-power, high-throughput, and low-area
implementation of adaptive filter based on distributed arithmetic (DA). The throughput rate of the proposed design is
significantly increased by parallel lookup table (LUT) update and concurrent implementation of filtering and weightupdate operations. The conventional adder-based shift accumulation for DA-based inner-product computation is
replaced by conditional signed carry-save accumulation in order to reduce the sampling period and area complexity.
Reduction of power consumption is achieved in the proposed design by using a fast bit clock for carry-save
accumulation but a much slower clock for all other operations. The least mean square (LMS) algorithm adaptation is
functioned to update the weight and abate the mean square error between the assessed and chosen output. The weight
increment block based adder and subtractor cells is exchanged by carry save adder in order to reduce area difficulty.
The memory size can be reduced by decomposing the look up table (LUTs).
By the proposed method, area efficiency, low power and high throughput is achieved. It involves the same number of
multiplexors, smaller LUT, and nearly half the number of adders compared to the existing DA-based design. From
synthesis results, it is found that the proposed design consumes 13% less power and 29% less area-delay product
(ADP) over our previous DA-based adaptive filter in average for filter lengths N = 16 and 32.Compared to the best of
other existing designs, our proposed architecture provides 9.5 times less power and 4.6 times less ADP.
KEYWORDS:Adaptive Filter, Distributed Arithmetic (DA), Finite Impulse Response (FIR), Least Mean Square
(LMS) Algorithm, Lookup table (LUT).
I.INTRODUCTION
Filters of some sort are essential to the operation of most electronic circuits. It is therefore in the interest of anyone
involved in electronic circuit design to have the ability to develop filter circuits capable of meeting a given set of
specifications. In circuit theory, a filter is an electrical network that alters the amplitude and/or phase characteristics of
a signal with respect to frequency. Ideally, a filter will not add new frequencies to the input signal, nor will it change
the component frequencies of that signal, but it will change the relative amplitudes of the various frequency
components and/or their phase relationships. Filters are often used in electronic systems to emphasize signals in certain
frequency ranges and reject signals in other frequency ranges. Such a filter has a gain which is dependent on signal
frequency. The Least Mean Square (LMS) adaptive filter is the most popular and most widely used adaptive filter, not
only because of its simplicity but also because of its satisfactory convergence performance. The direct form LMS
adaptive filter involves a long critical path due to an inner product computation to obtain the filter output. The critical
path is required to be reduced by pipelined implementation when it exceeds the desired sample period. Since the
conventional LMS algorithm does not support pipelined implementation because of its recursive behavior, it is
modified to a form called the delayed LMS (DLMS) algorithm, which allows pipelined implementation of the filter. A
lot of work has been done to implement the DLMS algorithm in systolic architectures to increase the maximum usable
frequency, but, they involve anadaptation delay of ∼N cycles for filter length N, which is quite high for large order
filters. With the completion of the project we have designed adaptive filter based in the frequency domain. This
adaptive signal process will be applicable where the length of the unknown system's impulse response is long enough
for practical Implementation of frequency domain adaptivefiltering.
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II.REVIEW OF LMS ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM
A system and method has been developed to minimize the error signal and yield anoriginal signal that is fallowing a
desired signal. The salient features of proposed system are:
Adaptive noise cancellation:
Adaptive filter is used in noise cancellation applications. The desired signal is combination of source signal and noise
signal which is uncorrelated to the signal as shown in Fig. 1a.Filter takes a noise input and correlates with the noise in
desired signal to obtain the actual signal. Input of a filter is a reference noise which is correlated with the noise in the
desired signal. The error term e (n) obtained from the system is then used to cancel the noise in the original signal by
using the LMS algorithm.

Figure 1a: Architecture block diagram of LMS fir filter with input source

LMS algorithm
Most widely use algorithm in adaptive filter is an LMS algorithm due to its simplicity. It doesn’t needs an extra
mathematical calculation like matrix inversion nor correlation function. Mean Square Error (MSE) logic is used in
LMS algorithm. It uses an input signal, step-size parameter, the subtraction of desired signal and filter output signal for
calculating the updated filter coefficients.
LMS Equation
Based on the filter taps and input response the equation will be obtained for number of iterations. The equation to
updated tap weight w (n) using the input signal x (n) and the desired response d (n) with step size μ is shown in
equation (1).
w(n+1) = w(n) + μ x(n)[ d(n) – x(n)w(n) ]……. (1)
Whereas μ is the step size, hence the filter output is the sum of the product of tap weights and input signal.
y (n) = x (n) * w (n)…………………………... (2a)
Error signal e (n) is defined as the subtraction of the desired signal and the filter response signal.
e (n) = d (n) – y (n)………………………….... (2b)
So, Equation (1) can be further written in terms of the error signal and the tap weights.
w (n+1) = w (n) + μ x (n) e (n)……………….. (3)
The formula for the LMS algorithm is shown in equation (3). As illustrated in the equation, each updated tap weight
needs the current tap weight and the current errorsignal obtained from the desired response after subtraction. The
algorithm doesn’trequire depth knowledge of the whole cross correlation vector or autocorrelation matrixdoesn’t
require matrix computations.
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Figure 1b: Structural view of FIR filter with weights using LMS algorithm
The LMS algorithm uses a structure of an FIR filter. The structural view of FIR filter is shown in Fig. 1b. From the
figure b, filter as two main components those are L delay registers and weight update blocks. The Unit Delay Registers
are made of simple D Flip-Flops. And each Weight Update component consists of a multiplier, adder and a buffer to
store the new updated weights of the filter coefficient.
III.PROPOSED DA-BASED APPROACH FOR INNER PRODUCT
COMPUTATION
In each cycle, the LMS adaptive filter needs to perform an inner critical path product computation which given by

(4)
Where

and for
form the N – point vectors corresponding to the current weights and most recent
input respectively. Let us assume be the bit width of the weight, every component of the vector weight may
be expressed in 2’s complement representation

(5)
Where

denotes the

bit of

. Substituting (5), we can write (4) in an expanded form
(6)

To convert the sum-of-product form of (4) into a distributed form, the order of summations over the indices and in
(6) can be interchanged to have

(7)
And the inner product given by (7) can be computed as
(8)
Meanwhile any element of the N-point bit sequence{ rkl for 0 <k<N-1 } can either be 1 or 0, the partial sum y1 for l=
0,1,…,L-1, can have 2^N possible values. If all the 2^N possible values sum are precomputed and stored in aLUT, the
partial sum can be read out from the LUT usingthe bit sequence { rkl } as address bits for computing the innerproduct.
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Figure 1: DA-based implementation of four point inner product

Fig 2: Carry save implementation of shift accumulation
The inner product of (8) can therefore be calculated in cyclesof carry save implementation of shift accumulation,
followed by LUT-read operations corresponding to number of bitslices { rkl } for
, as shown in Fig. 1.
Since the carry save implementation of shift accumulation in Fig. 2required more area and power consumption.
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The carry save implementation of shift accumulation based fulladder is design by using one bit-full asshown in Fig. 2.
The bit slices of vector are fed one after thenext in the LSB to the MSB order to the carry saveaccumulator. Finally, the
sum and carry output of the carrysave accumulator is obtained after clock cycle are required tobe added by a final
adder. The content of the LUT locationcan be expressed as,

Figure 3: Distributed arithmetic table.

Figure 4: Proposed structure of DA-based LMS adaptive filterlength N=4.
DA table for N=4 is shown in Fig. 3. DA table contains only15 registers to store the pre calculated sums of input
words. InDA table, seven new values of are computed by sevenadders in parallel.
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IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter we will discuss about results in brief using some of captured simulation results from two
different tools modelsim and Xilinx ,The modelsim is a rare tool not important in terms of simulating the Verilog coded
RTL but for this project we needed to observe the analog output what we are getting back i.e. original output which one
retrieving from the received signal , so visually we can analysis how much we are retrieving back .In terms of analog
and digital representation both are same results for the designed system.
In the below figure you can see the simulation result in term of analog waveform which was obtained by simulating the
Verilog RTL code in the modelsim Tool. Anyhow has per the analysis we can’t achieve 100% accuracy in term of
getting back the original signal because all system will have their own internal noise margin , that to in DSP processing
units it’s very hard to achieve 90% accuracy has we seen in the industry perspective. Here In the below figure if you
see carefully the output signal fallowing the input signal almost but don’t have exact replica has input and also you can
observe the error fluctuation and error removed from the received signal in the below figure.

Figure 5: The figure given above shows the simulation result in terms of analog for the designed FIR filter.

Figure 6: The figure given above shows the simulation result at the different time cycle.
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V.CONCLUSION
We have suggested an efficient architecture for low power, high throughput, and low area implementation of
DA based adaptive filter. Throughput rate is significantly enhanced by parallel LUT update and concurrent processing
of filtering operation and weight update operation. We have also proposed a carry save accumulation scheme of signed
partial inner products for the computation of filter output and also modified in weight increment block. By this way it
utilizes low area, low power consumption and the throughput of the filter rates increases irrespective of the filter length.
From the synthesis results, we find that the proposed design consumes 13% less power and 29% less area consumption
over conventional FIR adaptive filter in average for filter lengths N = 4. Compared to the best of other existing
designs, our proposed architecture provides 9.5 times less power and 4.6 times less area.
So here we proposed the digital filter using FIR, so in future it can be implement in IIR also using both Frequency and
Time domain based on the domain and requirement where it can be applicable for specific work and also the number of
logics level slices and transistors used can be reduce in future because has day by day we are moving to lower
technology nodes, in terms of power and area also can reduce if it is implemented in very lower node technology , apart
from technology in terms of algorithm we can improve the design by doing the lots of iteration using various available
algorithms in the industry perspective.
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